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A U G U S T  2 0 1 1  

Character… It starts with me! 

M O N T H L Y  E D U C A T O R  B U L L E T I N  

Vs.  

 

 

Go to the Root 
 

 

 

 

Realizing that everyone is at varying levels of character development 

FE ATURE S  

Tolerance 
M A R C H  2 0 1 4  I  WILL  

 �not�confuse�what�is�

right�with�what�is�

popular 

 expect�the�same�of�

myself�as�I�expect�

of�others 

 look�for�ways�to�

help�others�mature 

 accept�my�own�

unchangeables�and�

the�unchangeables�

of�others 

 listen�before�I�form�

an�opinion 

Character… It starts with me! 

F A I T H  B U I L D E R  B U L L E T I N  

Vs. Prejudice 

Dr. Seuss’ story of the 
Sneetches points out how 

silly it is to exclude  people 

who are different.  We all 
have strengths and 

weaknesses that differ from 

the strengths and 

weaknesses of those around 
us.  Tolerance is looking 

past another’s weakness in 

order to appreciate the 
strengths. In business, some 

leaders prefer to surround 

themselves with “Yes, 
men”, individuals who see 

things as they do and are 

not likely to disagree.  A 

stronger leader will choose 
to have different thinkers in 

their inner circle in order to 

broaden their vision and 
possibilities.   In today’s 

global economy it is more 

important than ever that 

business and individuals are 
accepting of the differences 

in culture, faith and 

politics. 
 

As faith-filled believers, 

our tolerance should be 
further motivated by 

remembering how patient 

and merciful God has been 

with our own shortcomings.  
Our gratitude for this 

forgiveness needs to be 

extended to others. 
 

This month, be aware of 

differences with those 

around you and appreciate 
the diversity they bring to 

your life.  

 
For lessons using The 

Sneetches go to  

www.tolerance.org/activity/
anti-racism-activity-

sneetches 

When the Star Belly Sneetches had frankfurter roasts 
Or picnics or parties or marshmallow toasts, 
They never invited the Plain-Belly Sneetches 
They left them out cold, in the dark of the beaches. 
They kept them away. Never let them come near. 
And that’s how they treated them year after year.  

Dr. Seuss 

 

“For the person of faith, practicing good character is a matter of 
loving God, self, and others.”   

John Pierce, founding member of the Character Council 
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No Matter How You Say It 

Tolerancia 
 vs. Prejuicio 

 

Entender que cada persona se 
encuentra a diferente nivel en 

el desarrollo de su carácter 

Go to the Root 
The root of the word Tolerance comes  from 

the Latin verb Tolerare which means “to 

bear”. Can you visualize Tolerance as the 

ability to bear a strain or difficulty with good 

perspective? 

Sign Language 

Check out the ASL Pro website for the American Sign Language interpretation of the 

word Accept, Tolerate and Prejudice.   Can you see how Tolerate is locking your lips so 

you just shut up and Accept takes it a step further by taking it in?  Can you see the 

brick wall that Prejudice creates? 
 

www.aslpro.com/cgi-bin/aslpro/aslpro.cgi 
 

Idioms 

 
Zero Tolerance  absolutely no tolerance 

Live and let live everyone deserves their chance 

 

See www.thefreedictionary.com 



Character Quotables 
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For� we� are� not� bold� to� class� or�
compare� ourselves� with� some� of�
those� who� commend� themselves;�
but� when� they� measure�
themselves� by� themselves� and�
compare� themselves� with�
themselves,� they� are� without�
understanding. 

2�Corinthians�10:12� 
 

The� extinction� of� race�
consciousness� as� between�
Muslims�is�one�of�the�outstanding�
achievements�of�Islam,�and�in�the�
contemporary�world� there� is,�as� it�
happens,� a� crying� need� for� the�
propagation�of�this�Islamic�virtue. 

Arnold�J.�Toynbee 

Forgive� and� show� indulgence� to�
them! 

Qur’an,�2:109 

I� have� never� altered� my� feelings�
towards� individuals,�as�men�or�as�
women,�whether� they�believe�as� I�
do� or� not.� Can� you� live� as�
neighbors� with� me?� I� can� with�
you;�and�it�is�no�particular�concern�
of�mine�whether� you� believe�with�
me�or�not. 

�Brigham�Young 

He� has� not� dealt� with� us�
according� to� our� sins,� Nor�
rewarded� us� according� to� our�
iniquities. 

Psalm�103:10� 
 

Compassion� will� cure� more� sins�
than�condemnation. 

Henry�Ward�Beecher 
 

And�as�they�continued�to�ask�him,�
he�stood�up�and�said�to�them,�“Let�
him�who�is�without�sin�among�you�
be�the�first�to�throw�a�stone�at�her. 

John�8:7 
 

“Tolerance� consists� of� seeing�
certain� things� with� your� heart�
instead�of�your�eyes.” 

Orlando�A.�Battista 
 

In� the�practice�of� tolerance,�one's�
enemy�is�the�best�teacher. 

Dalai�Lama 
 

How�far�you�go�in�life�depends�on�
your�being� tender�with�the�young,�
compassionate� with� the� aged,�
sympathetic� with� the� striving� and�
tolerant� of� the� weak� and� strong.�
Because�someday�in�your�life�you�
will�have�been�all�of�these. 

George�Washington�Carver 
 
With� all� humility� and� gentleness,�
with� patience,� bearing� with� one�
another�in�love, 

Ephesians�4:2 
 

Help� ye� one� another� unto�
righteousness�and�pious�duty. 

Qur’an,�5:2 
 

As� for� the� one� who� is� weak� in�
faith,� welcome� him,� but� not� to�
quarrel�over�opinions.�One�person�
believes� he� may� eat� anything,�
while� the� weak� person� eats� only�
vegetables.� Let� not� the� one� who�
eats� despise� the� one� who�
abstains,�and� let�not�the�one�who�
abstains� pass� judgment� on� the�
one� who� eats,� for� God� has�
welcomed� him.� Who� are� you� to�
pass� judgment� on� the� servant� of�
another?� It� is� before� his� own�
master�that�he�stands�or�falls.�And�
he� will� be� upheld,� for� the� Lord� is�
able�to�make�him�stand. 

Romans�14:1-4 
 

Islam� teaches� tolerance,� not�
hatred;�universal�brotherhood,�not�
enmity;�peace,�and�not�violence. 

Pervez�Musharraf 

And� he� said� to� them,� “You�
yourselves�know�how�unlawful�it�is�
for� a� Jew� to� associate� with� or� to�
visit�anyone�of�another�nation,�but�
God� has� shown�me� that� I� should�
not� call� any� person� common� or�
unclean. 

Acts�10:28� 
 
Judge�not,�that�you�be�not�judged. 

Matthew�7:1 
 

�But� in� your� hearts� honor� Christ�
the� Lord� as� holy,� always� being�
prepared� to� make� a� defense� to�
anyone�who�asks�you�for�a�reason�
for� the�hope�that�is� in�you;�yet�do�
it�with�gentleness�and�respect, 

1�Peter�3:15 
 

For� just� as� the� body� is� one� and�
has� many� members,� and� all� the�
members� of� the� body,� though�
many,� are� one� body,� so� it� is�with�
Christ.� For� in� one� Spirit� we� were�
all� baptized� into� one� body—Jews�
or�Greeks,�slaves�or�free—and�all�
were�made� to� drink� of� one�Spirit.�
For� the� body� does� not� consist� of�
one� member� but� of� many.� If� the�
foot� should� say,� “Because� I� am�
not�a�hand,�I�do�not�belong�to�the�
body,”� that�would�not�make� it�any�
less�a�part�of�the�body.�And�if�the�
ear�should�say,�“Because�I�am�not�
an� eye,� I� do� not� belong� to� the�
body,”� that�would�not�make� it�any�
less�a�part�of�the�body. 

1�Corinthians�12:12-27 
 

“Ultimately,� America's� answer� to�
the�intolerant�man�is�diversity,�the�
very� diversity� which� our� heritage�
of�religious�freedom�has�inspired.” 

Robert�F.�Kennedy� 
 

 



Steven Spielberg- Tolerance Hero 
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You’ve probably seen one of his 

movies:  ET, Close Encounters of a 

Third Kind, Jaws, Jurassic Park, or 

the Indiana Jones series. Steven 
Spielberg, an American film 

director, screenwriter, and film 

producer has had a successful career 

spanning over four decades and 

centering on many themes and 

genres over that time. He began with 

science-fiction and adventure films  

and in his later years, his films began 

addressing such issues as the 

Holocaust, slavery, war and 

terrorism. 

Spielberg won the Academy Award 

for Best Director for Schindler's List 

(1993).  The movie was based on the 

true story of Oskar Schindler, a man 
who risked his life to save 1,100 

Jews from the Holocaust. Its themes 

include intolerance, bigotry and 

hatred. 

 

Spielberg was no stranger to 
intolerance and bigotry.  As a Jewish 

boy, he was bullied and excluded by 

the other kids.  His family was the 

only one in the neighborhood who 

didn’t celebrate Christmas. “It was 

only after fully accepting his 

Jewishness that Spielberg flowered 

as a mature artist, capable of 

producing his Oscar-winning 

masterpiece, Schindler's 

List.” (http://www.adherents.com/
people/ps/Steven_Spielberg.html) 

 

In an interview with Katie Couric on 

the Today Show on the occasion of 

the 10th anniversary of the film, 

Spielberg says, “I hope I could look 

back some day and say, ‘gee, there 

Team-Building Activity 

Building a culture of good character requires building the class 
into a community.  Here is this month’s teambuilding activity: 

 

Biblical�Characters 
 

Start�class�by�discussing�the�biblical�characters�you’ve�studied�recently.��Feel�free�
to�add�a�few�of�your�favorites�that�have�not�been�studied.��Let�each�person�pick�the�
biblical�character�that�they�either�want�to�be�like�or�one�that�they�think�they�are�like.�
They�need�to�frame�their�choice�in�regards�to�the�character�trait�that�they�possess.�
They�are�not�limited�to�pick�from�the�list�discussed�if�there�is�another�one�that�they�
wish�to�emulate.��After�each�student�has�written�down�who�they�pick�and�why,�pair�
up� the�students�and� let� them�share� their�pick.� �You�can�pair�up� the�pairs�and� let�
them�share�again�only� this� time� the�original�pairs�are� introducing� their�partner�as�
their� character.� � You� can� do� this� pairing� as�many� times� as� you�wish.� �When� the�
sharing� is�complete,�ask� if�anybody�picked�a�character� that�people�didn’t�know,� if�
anyone�learned�anything�new�about�a�classmate.�� 
 
 

http://www.allthetests.com/quiz13/quiz/1111038138/What-Bible-Character-are-You 
This site provides a quiz on personality traits and picks a biblical character for you.  The site is geared for adults or older 
students so it may not be appropriate for all classrooms. 

was something else I did that was 

equally as important,’ but up to this 

point in my life, it’s the most 

important use of film in my entire 
experience of living in film all these 

years.”  

 

Following the movie's release  

Spielberg created the Shoah 

Foundation, to honor and remember 

the victims of the Holocaust. The 

Shoah Foundation, collected 

testimonies from 52,000 survivors -- 

their memories of 

their lives 
before, during and 

after those 

darkest times.  

Did you know he was born in 

Cincinnati? 
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This�activity� is�based�on�the�game�Outburst�where�a�team�is�given�a�topic�(such�as�foods�that�
are�brown,�4�legged�animals,�breakfast�cereals,�TV�shows,�etc)�and�in�60�seconds�they�all�shout�
out�as�many�examples�as�they�can�in�an�attempt�to�match�a�pre-determined�list.��To�use�it�in�a�
classroom�setting,�start�out�by�announcing�a�category�and�having�each�student�write�down�their�
responses� individually.� � Rather� than�match�a� list� you�could� count� the�number�each� has.� You�
may�want�to�do�this�for�several�categories.��Next,�put�the�students�in�small�groups�who�will�work�
together�on�a�common�list.��You�can�repeat�the�categories�or�choose�new�ones.�Now�that�they�
have�the�idea�you�can�actually�play�a�few�rounds�of�the�game�to�add�more�energy�to�the�lesson.�
To� process� this� activity� compare� the� number� of� answers� when� working� alone� to� working�
together.� � By� discussing� the� topic�with�others,� you�benefit� from� their� answers� based�on� their�
experiences�and�you�may�be�able� to� think�of�more�answers� yourself�based�on� their�answers.�
Point� out� that� we� can� all� benefit� from� the� different� experiences� of� others� and� to� value� this�
difference.��Compare�this�the�Body�of�Christ.��We�all�have�different�roles�but�we�are�all�members�
of�the�Body�of�Christ. 

OUTBURST “There are different kinds of spiritual gifts  

but the same Spirit”  

1 Corinthians 12:4 

Guessing Socks 
The�object�of�this�game�is�to�guess�the�item�that�is�in�a�sock�without�looking.��Collect�sev-
eral�old�socks�that�do�not�match�and�select�household�items�small�enough�to�fit�into�the�
socks.�Try�to�pick�items�that�are�well-known�but�would�be�hard�to�guess�without�seeing.��
Tie�the�socks�closed�with�elastic�hair� ties�or�rubber�bands.��Pass�the�socks�around�the�
room.��After�all�of�the�students�have�had�a�chance�to�guess�what�the�socks�contain,�you�
can�open� the�socks�and�show� them�the� items.� �There�may�be�several� items� that�were�
easy�to�guess�and�hopefully�there�is�an�item�that�was�difficult�to�guess.��Use�the�game�to�
explain�that� it� is�hard�to�know�what�people�are�feeling�or�why�they�act�the�way�they�do.��
We�need�to�accept�everyone�for�who�they�are�at�that�moment.�� 

 

 

“Judge not, that you be not judged.”  

 Matthew 7:1  
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Irish Rain 
In� the� Bible,� rain� is� seen� as� a� Blessing� from� God� so� to� celebrate� the� Spring� rains� and� St.�
Patrick’s�Day�(and�it�always�rains�in�Ireland)�you�are�going�to�make�it�rain�inside.��Stand�in�front�
of� the� seated� classroom.� � It� is� important� that� no� one� speak�during� this�activity� to� get� the� full�
effect�of� the�rainstorm.�Stand�at�one�end�of�the�classroom.��Explain�that�they�are�to�copy�your�
action�when�you�stand�in�front�of�their�row,�area,�table�etc.��(It�isn’t�necessary�to�walk�around�the�
room,� just�pace�back�and�forth� in�front.)�Start�by�rubbing�your�hands�together.� �Walk�from�one�
side�of�the�room�to�the�other�until�everyone�is�rubbing�their�hands�together.� �Everyone�should�
continue�to� rub� their�hands�until�you�give�them�the�next�action.�Go�back� to�where�you�started�
and�begin� snapping�your� fingers.�On�your�next�pass�begin�making�a� loud�pattering� sound�by�
slapping�your�thighs.�Optional:��the�height�of�the�rainstorm�is�stomping�feet.��If�this�would�be�too�
much�to�control�or�too�loud�for�your�environment�you�may�want�to�skip�this�step.�Now�it�is�time�
for� the� storm� to� subside.� � If�you�added� the� stomping� feet,�go�back� to� the� slapping� thighs� the�
same� way� you� started� each� action.� � Then� take� everyone� back� to� snapping� fingers� and� then�
rubbing�hands.�Now� it� is� time� for� the� storm� to�end.� �Make� the� signal� to�be�quiet� as� you�walk�
across� the� room� and� slowly� stop� the� hands� from� rubbing.� Did� it� sound� like� rain� in� your�
classroom?� � How� would� this� storm� have� sounded� if� everyone� had�
the� exact� same� kind�of� snap?� � The� variations�within�each�of� us� is�
what�give�this�storm�its�depth.��It�needs�a�large�group�in�order�for�the�
sounds� to�mix� properly.� � A� select� few� could� not� have�made� storm�
alone. 

“For as the rain and the snow come down from heaven 

and do not return there but water the earth, making it 

bring forth and sprout, giving seed to the sower and 

bread to the eater.” Isaiah 55:10  

Guess Who is Coming to Dinner? 
 Begin�by�reading�the�Bible�Story�of�Zaccheus,�Luke�19:2-10.��Explain�that�Jesus�
accepted,� forgave,� loved,� and� welcomed� those� that� society� labelled� outcasts� and�
sinners.��He�chose�to�eat�at�the�house�of�Zaccheus�even�though�he�knew�his�standing�in�
the�community.�God�calls�us�to�love�our�neighbors�in�this�same�way. � 
 Give�each�student�drawing�paper�and�crayons�or�markers�and�ask�them�to�draw�
what�it�would�look�like�if�Jesus�came�to�their�house�for�dinner.��Would�you�make�him�a�
special� meal?� �Would� you� act� differently?� �What� do� you� think� you� would� talk� to� him�
about?�� 

 When�everyone�is�done,�have�them�share�their�drawing.��
As�each�one�shares,�ask�questions�about�what�is�served,�how�
they�are�dressed,�how�Jesus�is�dressed,�etc. 
 

“But God shows his love for us in that while we 
were still sinners,  

Christ died for us.”  
Romans 5:8  
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For the Family 
 

We are studying the character quality of Tolerance: Realizing that everyone is at varying 

levels of character development. 

To practice Tolerance I will: 

 not�confuse�what�is�right�with�what�is�popular 

 expect�the�same�of�myself�as�I�expect�of�others 

 look�for�ways�to�help�others�mature 

 accept�my�own�unchangeables�and�the�unchangeables�of�others 

 listen�before�I�form�an�opinion 

 
Family Activity: 
 

Peaceful Pancakes 
Add some food coloring to 3/4 cup milk.  In a large, clear jar, combine the colored milk with 3 tablespoons 
of cooking oil.  Put the lid on and shake the jar to combine the ingredients.  They will mix for awhile but 

then separate.  Explain that the milk and oil are like 2 people who have a hard time accepting each other.  

Now stir 1cup of flour into the mixture.  Liken the flour to the Holy Spirit.  Notice now how the milk and the 
oil stay mixed.  Explain that when we allow the Holy Spirit into our lives, we are better able to accept those 

who are different from us.  Now, turn the mix into pancake batter by adding 1 tsp. of baking powder, ½ tsp. 

of baking soda, and 1 egg.  The pancakes will be a funny color.  Just one more example of accepting 
something that is different than what you are expecting.  (Remember:  March 4 is Pancake Day or Mardi 

Gras.) 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
Other ways to teach character in the home: 

 Display the character quality and definition in a prominent place such as on the refrigerator or let each 

child decorate it for their bedroom door. 
 At the dinner table ask if anyone noticed anyone (not just family members) demonstrating the character 

quality (or not demonstrating it). 

 Point out news stories where character was or was not involved. 

 Review the “I wills” and see if there are specific actions you can add to this list. 
 During car trips, challenge the kids by describing scenarios and having them identify if it describes being 

the quality or being the opposite. 

 Praise with character by recognizing the character quality involved rather than the achievement. 
 For more ideas visit www.charactercincinnati.org/faith.php 

“Make�every�effort� 
to�keep�the�unity�of�the�Spirit�
through�the�bond�of�peace.” 

Ephesians�4:3��� 



Tolerance 

Realizing�that�everyone� 

is�at�varying�levels�of�character�development. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“ Let the peace of Christ rule in your hearts,  

since as members of one body  

you were called to peace.”  

Colossians 3:15  
 

Do you treat others  

like they are part  

of the Body of Christ? 



Dear Jesus, 

 

We praise you for your goodness and mercy and 

thank you for the example of tolerance in your life. 

We remember how you treated the outcasts and the 

sinners with compassion. Help us to embrace our roles 

as your servants here on Earth and be all that we can 

be. Remind us not confuse what is right with what is 

popular and to look for ways look to help others 

mature. May we learn to expect the same of ourselves 

as we expect of others . Teach us accept our own 

unchangeables and the unchangeables of others. 

Guide us to listen before we form an opinion. Help us 

to act in all things in harmony with the will of the 

Father.   

Amen. 



P.O. Box 33144 

Cincinnati, Ohio  45233 

 

Mary Andres Russell, Executive Director 

 

Phone: 513.467.0170 

E-mail: mrussell@charactercincinnati.org 

Written by Jill Tomey, Youth Minister 
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Northern Kentucky 

 
The 49 Character Qualities are adapted from Character First! 
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Use of external website links in our articles does not imply 
endorsement of the site, its content or the views and 

opinions of the external Web site's sponsoring organization. 
Please use your own discretion when using material from 

these links. 

The Character Council of Greater Cincinnati and 

Northern Kentucky 

Character...It Starts With Me! 

www.charactercincinnati.org 

This bulletin contains ideas that can be used for youth groups, Bible study groups, Sunday school classes, families 

or anyone who wants to build their faith with character.  Pick those activities that are appropriate for your 

group or can be modified to be appropriate for your group. 
 

Combine bible stories or verses with an activity to further the lesson. 
 

Join older and younger groups, allowing the older group to lead an activity that they have already done for a 
younger group. 

 

More resources can be found at www.charactercincinnati.org/faith.php 

How to Use this Bulletin 

We would Love to hear from YOU! 
Let us know what you think. What adjustments or additions did you make so that the activity was appropriate 

for your group? What other activities or stories did you use to teach this month’s quality?  Send your questions 

or comments to jtomey@charactercincinnati.org and you just may be featured in a future edition. 


